Each celestial body,
in fact each and every atom,
produces a particular sound
on account of its movement,
its rhythm or vibration.
All these sounds and vibrations
form a universal harmony
in which each element,
while having it’s own function
and character,
contributes to the whole.

Pythagoras

There’s not the smallest orb
which thou behold’st.
But in his motion
like an angel sings.

William Shakespeare
SVARAM ORBITS – PLANETARY FREQUENCIES

These newly created vibrational tools are based on scientifically calculated periodic means of the planetary circumlations around the sun and their octavisation into the hearing range. Following the ancient tradition of observing and tuning into the movements of the visible planets and their trails, mythologies and energies these sonic “ORBITS” offer an opportunity to playfully explore, contemplate and become conscious of diverse cosmic frequencies and their associated qualities.

Planetary Qualities and Contemplations
To live in harmony with self, others, the collective, the environment and according to the universal principles of life has always been the promise of a golden age of truth, goodness and beauty. To tune into and align ourselves to the cosmic order which has been represented since ancient times as the “music of the spheres” opens our existence into a wider field and expression of these eternal qualities, inspiring and informing the evolutionary journey and aim of our human civilization. It is interesting to note that despite the very diverse cultural interpretations of the stary night sky, common archetypal qualities are associated across traditions with the specific planets that join our globe’s dance around the sun. These age old symbolic descriptions, associations and meditative contemplations can assist our explorations and raise awareness of the diverse energies and vibrational fields influencing our terrestrial and individual existence.

We are offering here merely a contemplative entry point into the vast field of the ancient art and science of the ‘star-knowledge’ of Astrology, the workings of the multiple cosmic vibrations on our home planet and its geo-, bio- and noosphere, as is naturally inherent and accessible through our physical, vital and mental fields and experiences. The frequencies are not only meeting us through the sense of hearing but can have a direct effect on the physical structures, emotional movements, mental states and the spiritual dimension of our being.

You are invited to listen, tune in, explore, hum, sing, move and see through the vibrations; to awaken, to dream and to deep dive into the adventure of our cosmic home and solar surroundings and its resonances in our very cells, our lives and in its diverse expressions. Through the re-cognition and experience of these qualities and frequencies we can enrich our perceptions, heighten our awareness and become conscious of this universal dance of creation for a more wholesome and integrated life.
APPLICATIONS OF SVARAM ORBITS

These novel Sound Sources – Instruments for Well-Being SVARAM ORBITS can be applied and used as
- Enhancement of Personal and Living Spaces
- Bells for Meditation Places
- Tuners for Yoga and Wellness Studio
- Instruments for Therapy and Healing Modalities
- Specialized Sound Healing Instruments
- Cosmic Tuning Tools for Garden and Outdoor Environments

Listen, Tune In, Play, Absorb, Integrate
The use of the SVARAM ORBITS, even while created as sophisticated frequency devices and unique Sound Sources do not need musical training and can actually be ‘child’s play’ – with the same discovery spirit, curiosity, wonder, concentration and dedication with which children approach the unknown.

We discern 5 stages in the exploration of the planetary frequencies and their inherent qualities, moods, symbolism and potential effect.

Listening
In contrast to mere hearing this is a focused state of full body receptivity and allows a deeper contact and natural recognition of the single frequency and its qualities. As this is a foundational practice in many contemplative tradition it needs patience, focus and will, while at the same time a purely receptive and relaxed poise of openness and the surprise of the ‘beginner’s mind’.

Tuning In
When the state of listening is deepens we come into a sympathetic resonance, swinging through our physical cells and energetic substance with the vibrations of the selected and specific frequency. This allows us to fully tune in, meet, indentify and become one with the qualities that are invoked by the vibrations, experiencing the possible impact on our physical, emotional, mental and whole psychic system.

Playing
In a spirit of free and contemplative interplay and creative action and exchange we can explore different nuances, tonal qualities, places, possibilities and movements of the unique instruments both in their physical limitations and symbolic depth.

Absorbing
As we all have different ways, preferences and constitutions of perceptions, cognitions and reactions the process of absorbtion can be more tactile, proprioceptive, sensual, visual, graphic, chromatic, cognitive, imaginative, motoric or even synaesthetic, involving multiple layers of sensory feedback. One can also switch between these channels of impressions and expressive responses to come eventually to a full embodied experience of the planetary frequencies and their multidimensional ‘stories’.

Integrating
The fruit of the playful discovery and contemplative process wants to be a valuable and useful addition to one’s life and wellbeing. The experience of a new quality, a recognition of something inherently familiar, an emerging understanding, a sudden insight, an overall sense of a specific energy and an exposure to an unknown life, or universal force, can shift our attitude, open new horizons and have a positiv, transforming impact on our lives. Only when we integrate experience consciously will we feel enriched, learning, growing and grateful for the gifts of creation.
THE PLANETARY FREQUENCIES (given in the lower Theta Octave C3–C4; color analogies refer to the visual spectrum octave)

Earth Circumlation
136,10 Hz, Green

Quality: Harmonizing, balance, centeredness, ease, open, wide, bright, centred, solid yet soft, radiating, joyful, celebrative
Image: The earth’s yearly journey, circling around the solar centre.
Affirmation: I connect to the centre of my being, I radiate my natural light, I’m in touch with the source of creation.
Effect: Relaxing, stress relief, moving with ease; gathering, centreing, directing energies from the periphery to the core.

Earth Rotation
194,18 Hz, Red-Orange

Quality: Tonifying, grounding, solidity, coherence, Concentrated, self-willed, motivated, setting initiative, dynamic, intense, determined, confident
Image: The earth spinning around its own axis creating the cycle of day and night, the dance of polarities.
Affirmation: I am independent and free. I follow my way in my own rhythm. I can achieve what I do.
Effect: Energizing, stimulating, focusing, supporting the individual journey.

Moon
210,4 Hz, Orange

Quality: Inspiring, celebrative, flow, ecstasy, flowing, rhythmic, cyclic, sensitive, emotional, changeable, receptive, inviting, dreaming
Image: The monthly journey of the moon, waxing and waning between fullness and emptiness, rising and falling.
Affirmation: I am sensitive to myself and others. I have fantasy and am imaginative. I move in the flow of the river of life.
Effect: Cooling, loosening, sensitizing, smoothening, inspiring.

Mercury
141,27 Hz, Blue-Green

Quality: Stimulating, alerting, movement, communication, swift, agile, flexible, open-minded, intellectual, communicative
Image: Closest to the Sun, Mercury, on wings of wind, has the shortest, fastest circumlation period.
Affirmation: I am agile, fresh and flexible. I communicate with ease and with clarity. I relate to all circumstances swiftly and effectively.
Effect: Brings lightness, freedom, playfulness, interest, and curiosity; enlivens.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Affirmation</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>221.23 Hz</td>
<td>Orange-Red</td>
<td>Refining, embracing, beauty, charm, creative, formative, caring, loving, listening</td>
<td>Venus sways in a golden means flower between the sun and the earth, transmitting its creative power and charm.</td>
<td>I am in tune with the source of creativity. I am loving and kind to myself and others. I live in balance and fulfillment.</td>
<td>Rounding, balancing, beautifying, refining, harmonizing, brings joy and calm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>144.72 Hz</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Energizing, strengthening, focus, power strident, direct, effective, energetic, courageous</td>
<td>Mars circles beyond earth’s orbit as the older, protective brother, guardian and warrior in charge.</td>
<td>I am strong and face all circumstances with courage. I am protected and have nothing to fear. I am effective and dedicate my actions to a higher service.</td>
<td>Charging, energizing, brings directive power and drive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>183.58 Hz</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Widening, enlightening, embrace, goodwill, largess, goodness, benevolence, supportive, providing, guiding</td>
<td>Large, expanded Jupiter as the guide, teacher guru, reflects the energy of the solar centre in benevolence and wisdom.</td>
<td>I have faith in myself and the meaning of the circumstances of life. I open towards and trust my inner guide. I have a grand and forgiving nature.</td>
<td>Nourishing, brings confidence, truth, authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>147.36 Hz</td>
<td>Indigo</td>
<td>Deepening, discerning, condensation, order structured, defined, sets healthy and necessary boundaries</td>
<td>The gatekeeper of the visible planets and the material plane, the portal to the unseen subtler realms and the mystery.</td>
<td>I am solid as a rock and deep as the sea. I am in charge and can control my circumstances positively. I am structured and my discipline supports my interest and action.</td>
<td>Brings solidity, force, discipline, effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The frequencies are given in the lower Theta Octave C3–C4; color analogies refer to the visual spectrum octave.
ORBITS IN 3 OCTAVES, SYMBOLIC BRAINWAVES STATES

The “Orbits” come in 3 different octaves and related sizes, from
- the high pitched “Sound Ships” stimulating the immediate near field of the waking realm of beta waves, to
- the “Sound Bridges” inviting into the mid field of more dreamy alpha waves, to
- the deeper “Sound Elliptics” which invoke the calmer realms of restful theta waves of the far off field.

Sound Ships – Beta C5–C6
These are the smaller and higher octaves of the planetary frequencies. The Sound Ships can rock through cosmic oceans even while safely placed on your home table. Through a precise hit with the selected mallet on the outer edges they start to rock the specific vibrations into your near field and call for a moment of alertness and attention.
**Sound Elliptics – Theta C3–C4**

These are veritable tuning rods for your living and creative spaces and can effectively spread their qualitative frequencies and value associations through its wider field, initiating and inviting a more contemplative and restful perception. They are ideal sonic portals opening and shifting the atmosphere from a common superficial mode into an extending awareness and deepening experience of the moment and its natural gift of conscious self and space.

---

**Sound Bridges – Alpha C4–C5**

The Sound Bridges span their vibrations into the mid range of the planetary frequencies. Played with a gentle hit from the side the swing suspended under the supporting arches they create a subtle ‘doppler effect’, spreading their precisely tuned vibrations into your environment, inviting a more relaxed perception of the specific planetary qualities.
INTENT

Through the exploration, study, work and creative play with the archetypes of the planets, their characters and qualities has been brought into diverse codified systems as for example in “Jyotish” – Vedic Astrology, and as the unfolding-over-millennia ‘Science of Light’. “Sankalpa” as a pragmatic concept of intention, will, resolve already is present in the Vedic age, as now re-emerging in resonant field theories as the power of intent or the ‘law of attraction’. As stated in one of the principles of Sound Healing by Jonathan Goldman “Healing = Frequency + Intent”, to deeply explore and fully utilize the potential of the SVARAM ORBITS is to bring the sonic/frequency component together with the inner attitude and practice of creative, intentional, thought, emotive and psychically directed power of intent, in accordance with the 5 fold way of approaching these new sonic tools, as described above. This can be effectuated in 3 phases:

**Contemplate!**
Become familiar, intuitively or through study and experimentation with the qualities, symbolism, images, physics and descriptions of the planets. Use your imagination to bring this understanding and its perception together with the pure phenomena of the frequency and tonal spectrum of the instrument. Listen deeply, let it resonate within, sense it in your body, tune into it, absorb it, be creative with it. Unify the phenomenas of these inner perceptions with the selected frequency, letting the total and enriched resonance grow and spread within.

**Concentrate!**
Having immersed yourself in the inner dimension of the contemplation, image, associations and felt the sensation of it all, let the sensed impressions come together, focused in a full and enriched field of charged meaning and energy. Out of this absorption and identification with the vibrations of the field you can let an inherent intent emerge or set a direction for the sonic, auric energies to flow.

**Co-Create!**
The generated potential of the subtle and sonic contemplation can now be utilized and translated into your chosen context. Whether you are in some inner self-practice or work with a space, environment or with a dear one, a friend, client or patient the ‘information’ of your ‘sonic cosmic medicine’ by its selfless nature of ever-present, ever-moving creative abundance at the service of harmony wants to spread, be shared, placed in the existing vacuums of chaos, dis-orienation and dis-ease. As the origin of your contemplation is based on archetypal cosmic principles and their natural, ordered, universal movements so can its power be effectuated in an intentional co-creative, clarifying, life-supporting and enhancing, balancing, healing, holy-making, wholesome gesture of sonic love.
THE SUN AND THE “MOVING STARS”

The Sun as the source of light and energy, the origin and sustainer of life, pulsates and attracts the journeying and constantly moving planets in defined orbits around its gravitational centre. It has brought clarity, order, coherence and understanding into the constant flux and evolutionary movement of nature inspired human civilization from its very beginnings and created diverse cosmologies, mythological or factual scientific narratives. To harness the ancient wisdom and empirical data for the betterment of our challenging contemporary lives in this important global transition, the renewed understanding and experience of cosmic principles and components can be essential factors in the equation of a more balanced and wholesome life.

SVARAM ORBITS represent metaphorically the inner, visible planets and their movements, characters and symbolic qualities as an expression of the cosmic order of our larger life field, the Solar System. Since the beginning of human civilization the 'moving stars' have inspired and invoked awe and wonder in respect for the miracle of creation and its cycles. We have responded with stories, mythologies, melodies and symphonies in the need to belong, to be part of a larger coherent whole, to be able to find and define our home in the larger surrounding cosmos.
SVARAM ORBITS are a contemporary, 21-century expression of the age-old quest to find the means to live in closer harmony with the cosmic cycles and principles, with the movement of the guarding stars in the night sky, and in tune with the unheard but sensed “music of the spheres”. The ‘sonic-symbolic’ representations of the 7 inner, visible planets offer unique ‘sound tools’ and specialized ‘frequency instruments’ to play and work with the archetypal images, qualities and energies of ancient lore, additionally informed by calculations from modern astrophysics.

SVARAM – Musical Instruments & Research
Auroville 605 111 TN India / Tel. +91 413 2622220
www.svaram.org / svaram@auroville.org.in
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